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Michael  Wojtech.  2011.  Bark:  A Field  Guide  to  Trees  of  the  Northeast.  (ISBN;  978-1-58465-852-8,  hbk).
University  Press  of  New  England,  1 Court  Street,  Lebanon,  New  Hampshire  03766,  U.S.A.  (Orders:
www.upne.com,  1-800-421-1561, 1-603-448-9429  fax).  $25.95,  280  pp.,  65  maps,  434  illus.  (283  color),
keys,5Vi"x8y4".

Bark:  A Field  Guide  to  Trees  of  the  Northeast  is  divided  into  six  chapters:  instructions  on  how  to  use  this  particu-
lar guide,  bark  structure,  bark  types,  secondary  identification  keys,  bark  ecology,  and  species.  This  book  con-

sists of  numerous  color  images,  line  drawings,  keys,  and  maps  that  provide  the  reader  with  further  information
about  the  trees  that  one  would  encounter  in  the  forests  of  the  Northeastern  U.S.A.

The  opening  chapter  provides  information  on  how  a potential  reader  would  begin  to  use  this  field  guide.
The  two  chapters  that  follow  contain  detailed  information  regarding  the  structure  and  types  of  bark  that  can

n have  a variety  of  appearances:  smooth,  peeling,  curling,  cracking,  scales,  plates,
er  determine  which  species  is  in  front  of  them.  The  author  includes

-  “S  1-2   images   ofactual   trees   with   these   bark   types.   Also   included   is
a U.S.A.  quarter  in  each  photograph  to  establish  a standard  scale  for  each  feature  shown.  Wojtech  also  included
a chapter  on  terk  ecology  to  help  the  reader  further  understand  the  diversity  and  function  of  bark,

help   ^u   h^T   T  h  ^  primary   key   is   printed   on   the   inside   cover.   This   key   will

f  secondary   key   section   to   designate   the   age   of   the   trTe:"yo   Jn   J(n   mlium
(M),  and  old  (O).  This  IS  importantsince  bark  appearance  can  change  as  the  tree  ages.
that   l^'ih   T
thaUist  the  dominant  common  name,  other  possible  common  names,  family  name,  and  Latin  binomid.  He

parL^Xr   account   for   the
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